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In this paper, the existence of solutions to the variational inequalities involving
Ž . Nthe p-Laplacian type operator div J u on an unbounded domain  in  is
discussed.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper is concerned with the existence of solutions to the
Ž .variational inequalities involving the p-Laplacian type operator div J u
u K : J u   u  g x , u ,    u   K,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
 
1Ž .
 Ž . Ž . 4 Nwhere K u X : u x   x a.e. in  ,  is open in  , 1 pN,
Ž . X , X is the completion of C  with respect to the norm0
   p41 pH u ,  is a real parameter, and g is a real function defined on
, satisfying some conditions to be specified later. We observe
that  may be unbounded, and in particular, it may be equal to N.
Ž .  	The p-Laplacian type operator div J u was introduced in 2 and
N  .defined as follows: Let 	 :   0,
 be a convex function of class
1Ž N  4.C   0 satisfying
	 t
  t	 
 for t 0 and 
N . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . p1 Ž . N  4Define J 0  0 and J 
  	 
 	 
 for p 1 and 
  0 .
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Assume that J satisfies the following conditions: there exist positive
constants  and  such that
p2 2     J J 
  J   
    
 
  
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
and
p2       J J 
  J    
 
  
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
for all 
 , N.
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows immediately from 2 , J , and J that1 2
  p   pJ  
  J 
  
  
Ž . Ž .3
N Ž .for all 
 . In particular, if p 2 then J yields that1
  p NJ J 
  J   
    
  
 , .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .4
Ž .Remark 1.1. An important example of the operator div J u is
Ž .  given by 	 
  
 in the definition of J, which corresponds to the
2Ž N  4. Ž .so-called p-Laplacian. Notice that if 	 C   0 satisfies 2 and if
there exists  0 such that
n 2 	 
Ž .
      whenever 	 
  1 and 	 
   0,Ž . Ž .Ý i j
 
i ji , j1
Ž . Ž . Ž  	then J satifies J and J cf. 4 and the references therein for more1 2
.examples .
Ž . ŽWhen  is bounded and div J u is the Laplacian u i.e., p 2
Ž .  . Ž .and 	 
  
 , or div J u is replaced by a strongly monotone
mapping, existence of solutions and global bifurcation of variational in-
Ž .equalities similar to 1 were studied by using the topological degree
Ž  	 .method cf. 610 and the references therein . When  is bounded and
Ž .div J u is the p-Laplacian, the existence and regularity of solutions
Ž .to variational inequalities like 1 were considered by using the mountain
Ž  	.pass theorem and the Ekeland variational principle cf. 12, 13 . In this
paper, instead of using the topological degree method or the minimax
 	principle, we shall employ the approach used in 14, proof of Theorem 1
Ž .to study the existence of solutions to variational inequality 1 . In our basic
assumptions,  is not necessarily bounded.
Ž . Ž .We consider that g x, u,  in 1 is of the forms
  p2g g x , u ,   V x u u
 f x , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
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and
 2g g x , u ,   B x u u
 f x , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž . N pŽ . Ž . p*Ž p* .Ž . Ž .where V x  L  , B x  L  , 1  p, and f x, u
satisfies that
    q1f* f x , s H x 
H x sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž p*.Ž . Ž . p*Ž p*q.Ž .with 1 q p, H x  L  , H x  L  and p* being1 2
Ž .the critical Sobolev exponent given by p*Np N p . We have the
following results.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that g is the form of g and f satisfies that f* .1
Ž .Then there exists   0 such that 1 has a solution for each  satisfying0
    .0
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that g is of the form g and f satisfies that f* .2
Ž .Then 1 has a solution for each .
N Ž .Notation. Let  be an open set in  . Because of J , we may3
throughout this paper consider that the Sobolev space X is the completion
Ž .of C  with respect to the norm0
1p
 u  J u  u dx .Ž . Ž .Hž /

 Ž . Ž . 4Let K denote the convex set u X : u x   x a.e. in  with some
  p pŽ . ² :function  X , let  be the usual norm in L  , and let  , L Ž .
denote the duality pairing between X * and X .
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Define J, G, F: K X * as
² :J u ,   J u   dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H

² :   p2G u ,   V x u u dx ,Ž . Ž .H

² :F u ,   f x , u  dxŽ . Ž .H

for all u,   K and denote T  J G F.
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We shall complete the proof by the following steps.
 4Step 1. T is continuous for each . Moreover, if u  K with n
² Ž . :u pi169 u in X and lim sup T u , u  u  0, then u  u in K.n n  n n n
 4  Ž .Assume that u  K and u  u in X . Then u  u in L  forn n n loc
Ž . Ž .1  *. So going to a subsequence, we may assume that u x  u xn
a.e. in . This implies K is closed and then u  u in K. By then
p*Ž . p*Ž . Ž .continuity of the embedding X L  , u  u in L  . Since V xn
N pŽ . Ž . Ž p*.Ž . Ž . p*Ž p*q.Ž .  L  , H x  L  , and H x  L  , the fact in 5,1 2
	 Ž .   p2 Ž .   p2 Ž p*.Ž . Ž .p. 30 shows that V x u u  V x u u in L  and f x, un n n
Ž . Ž p*.Ž . f x, u in L  . It follows from the Holder inequality, the Sobolev¨
Ž . Ž .inequality, J , and J that for all   K2 3
² :     p2   p2  Ž p*.  G u G u ,   c V x u u  V x u u  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . L Ž .n 1 n n
² :    Ž p*.  F u G u ,   c f x , u  f x , u  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . L Ž .n 2 n
and
² :J u  J u , Ž . Ž .n
    J u  J u  dxŽ . Ž .H n

Ž . 1pp1 p
pŽ p1. p    J u  J u dx  dxŽ . Ž .H Hnž / ž /
 
Ž .p1 pŽ .p p1p2Ž p
1. p           u 
 u u  u dxŽ .H ž /n nž /

   c u  u  , p 23 n p1½    c u  u  , 2 p 14 n
for some positive constants c , c , c , and c . Therefore, G, F, and J are1 2 3 4
continuous, and so is T for each .
 4Let u  K and u pi169 u in X ; then u pi169 u in K since K is weaklyn n n
closed. It implies that
    q1  H u  u dx 0 and H u u  u dx 0H H1 n 2 n
 
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Ž .as n . By the Holder inequality, the Sobolev inequality, and J ,¨ 3
² :    q1  0 lim F u , u  u  lim H 
H u u  u dxŽ . Ž .Hn n 1 2 n n
n n 
  q1   q1   lim H u  u u  u dxŽ .H 2 n n
n 
Ž . 1qq1 qŽ .q q1q1 q1 q      lim H u  u dx H u  u dxH H2 n 2 nž / ž /n  
Ž .q1 qŽ .q q1q1 q1      lim c u  u H u  u dxH5 n 2 nž /n 
for some positive constant c . It follows by the argument in the proof of5
 	    q1   q1  qŽq1. p* qŽ .11, Lemma 4.2 that u  u pi169 0 in L  . Sincen
p*Ž p*q.Ž . ² Ž .H  L  , the last limit above equals to 0. We obtain F u , u2 n n
: u  0 as n . Using the same arguments above and the fact that
  p2 Ž . ² Ž . :H V u u u  u  0 as n , we also prove that G u , u  u n n n
² Ž . : Ž . 0 as n . Obviously, J u , u  u  0 as n  because J u n
X *. It follows that for each 
² : ² :lim sup T u , u  u  lim sup J u  J u , u  u . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . n n n n
n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . r ŽBy J , J , J , and the Holder inequality in L space for 0 r 1 cf.¨1 3 4
 	.1, Theorem 2.6 , there exist some positive constants c and c such that6 7
² :J u  J u , u  uŽ . Ž .n n
 J u 
 J u  u  uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n n

  pc u  u , p 26 n 4Ž .Ž .p2 pp      c H u 
 u dx u  u , 1 p 2.Ž .Ž .7  n n
Ž . ² Ž . :This and 3 imply that if lim sup T u , u  u  0 then u  un  n n n
in K.
Ž .Step 2 the existence of  . Set0
    p  inf J    dx : V x  dx 1,   K .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 ½ 5
 
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 4Obviously,   0. Let  be the minimizing sequence for  ; that is,0 n 0
    pV x  dx 1 and J    dx  
 Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn n n 0 n
 
5Ž .

 Ž . Ž .  4with   0 as n . It follows from 5 and J that  is bounded.n 3 n
By the reflexivity of X , going if necessary to a subsequence, we may
assume that  pi169   K. A similar argument in the proof in Step 1 impliesˆn
 Ž .    p  Ž .    pthat H V x  dx H V x   1. In particular,  0. The weakˆ ˆ n 
Ž .lower semi-continuity of the norm in X and 5 yield
  p   p  J       lim inf Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆH0 n
n
 lim inf J      .Ž . Ž .H n n 0
n 
Ž . Ž .That is,   H J    . It is clear that   0.ˆ ˆ0  0
 Step 3. For each  :    and u K,0
² :T u , uŽ .
lim 
. 6Ž .
 u u 
Ž . Ž .It follows from f* and J that3
² :         qF u , u  f x , u u dx c u 
 c u 7Ž . Ž . Ž .H 8 9

for some positive constants c and c . Therefore, by the definition of 8 9 0
Ž .and 7 ,
² :  T u , u Ž . p1 q1    1 u  c u  c .9 8ž / u 0
 Since    and 1 q p, the right-hand side above tends to 
 as0
 u  .
 Step 4. For each  :    there exists u  K such that   K0 0 M M
² :T u ,   u  0, 8Ž . Ž . 0 0
where K  KM and M is in  defined as the family of all finite-M
dimensional subspace M of X , with KM, ordered by inclusion.
In fact, define a multivalued mapping A: K  2 KM asM
² :A   u K : T u ,   u  0   K . 4Ž . Ž .M  M
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Taking arbitrarily finite elements  ,  , . . . ,  in K , we claim that1 2 n M
n
 4co  ,  , . . . ,   A  , 9Ž . Ž .1 2 n i
i1
 4where co  ,  , . . . ,  denotes the convex hull of  ,  , . . . ,  . If not,1 2 n 1 2 n
there exist t , t , . . . , t  0 with Ýn t  1 such that zÝn t  1 2 n i1 i i1 i i
n Ž . ² Ž . : A  . It follows that T z ,   z  0 for i 1, 2, . . . , n. There-i1 i  i
fore,
n
² : ² :0 T z , z z  T z ,   z  0.Ž . Ž .Ý  i
i1
Ž . Ž .  This contradiction proves 9 . It follows from 6 that for each  :   0
 there exists  0 so large that for all u K with u  
² :T u , u  0. 10Ž . Ž .
   4 Ž . Ž .Let B  u K : u   . By 10 and the definition of A, A 0 B . M 
It implies that A 0 is a compact subset of K . Using the Ky Fan theoremŽ . M
Ž  	. Ž .cf. 3 , we have  A  . That is, there exists u  A  for allŽ . K 0M
Ž .  K . Consequently, there exists u  A  such that u  u , whichM n n 0
Ž .with the continuity of T yields that 8 .
 Step 5. For each  :    there exists u K such that0
² :T u ,   u  0   K.Ž .
For each M, define a set Q asM
² :Q  u K : T u ,   u  0   K . 4Ž .M  M
Ž . Ž .  It is clear from 8 that Q . 6 yields that for each  :    thereM 0
exists  0 so large that
² :  T u , u  0 u K with u   .Ž .
Ž .    4 Ž . Ž .Denote B  u K : u   . Obviously, clw Q  B , where M 
Ž . Ž .clw Q is the weak closure of Q . It implies that clw Q is a weaklyM M M
compact set in K.
 4  kLet M  for i I 1, 2, . . . , k , denote M * Ý t u : u i i1 i i i
4 Ž .M , t , i I . Then M  M *  i I and M *. That is, therei i i
Ž . ² Ž . :exists u K such that   K  K , T u ,   u  0. Conse-M M * ik Ž .quently, u  Q and then  clw Q  , which means thatM i1 Mi i
 Ž .4clw Q satisfies the finite intersection property and hence, wem M
Ž .obtain  clw Q  . It follows that there exists u M  M
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Ž . clw Q . Observe that for each   K there exists M  suchM M 0
 4that u,  M . It turns out there exists u  Q such that u pi169 u0 n M n0
Ž . K weakly convergent ,
² :T u ,   u  0 11Ž . Ž . n n
and
² :T u , u u  0. 12Ž . Ž . n n
Ž .It follows from 12 and the properties of T in Step 1 that
² Ž . :lim sup T u , u  u  0 and then, u  u K. Letting n  in n n n
Ž .11 , we finally get
² :T u ,   u  0Ž .
for all   K.
˜Proof of Theorem 1.2. Define G: K X * as
˜ q1² :  G u ,   B x u u   K,Ž . Ž .H

˜ ˜and denote T  J G F. Similarly, as in Steps 1 and 3 in the proof of
˜the preceding theorem, we obtain that T satisifes all properties in Step 1,
and moreover for all  and u K,
˜² :T u , uŽ .
lim 
.
 u u 
By the arguments in the proof of Steps 4 and 5 of Theorem 1.1, we show
that  there exists u K such that
˜² :T u ,   u  0   K.Ž .
Therefore the conclusion follows.
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